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Was Mars Once
Suitable for Life?

• Greg Novacek
– Lake Afton Public 

Observatory

– WSU Fairmount Center 
for Science and 
Mathematics Education

NASA Mars Mission Goals

• Not searching for life or evidence of life

• Searching for conditions which were (are) 
suitable for life.

Mars Odyssey

• Arrival at Mars:
– October 24, 2001

• Mission:
– Determine the composition of Mars’ surface

– Detect shallow and buried ice

Mars Express

• Arrival at Mars:
– December, 2003

• Mission:
– Explore the atmosphere and surface of Mars 

from polar orbit

Mars Exploration Rovers

• Arrival at Mars:
– Spirit: Jan. 4, 2004 

to Mar. 22, 2010

– Opportunity: 

• Mission:
– Search for evidence that liquid water once 

existed on the surface of Mars.

pp y
January 25, 2004 to 
present

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter

• Arrival at Mars:
– March 10, 2006

• Mission:
– Detailed imaging of Martian surface
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Curiosity

• Arrival at Mars:
– August 6, 2012

• Mission:
– Determine whether Mars had an 

environment that could have supported 
microbes

Formation of an Atmosphere

• If conditions for life existed, Mars must 
have had an atmosphere.

• How do planetary atmospheres form?

Formation of an Atmosphere

• Volcanic outgassing

Formation of an Atmosphere
• Volcanoes on Mars

Evidence for Water on Mars Mars Today
• Liquid Water cannot exist today

– temperatures below freezing 
– air pressure too low
– surface studied  -- water not seen
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Evidence for Water on Mars

• Dried riverbeds

Evidence for Water on Mars

• Pebbles transported by water in riverbeds
• Sedimentary conglomerate

Mars Earth

Evidence for Water on Mars

• Sedimentary rock

Evidence for Water on Mars

• Floods

Evidence for Water on Mars

• Minerals which only form in the presence 
of acidic liquid water

Hematite 
(Blueberries)

Evidence for Water on Mars

• Minerals which only form in the presence 
of acidic liquid water

"El Capitan,“ contains 
jarosite.
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Evidence for Water on Mars

• Gullies in craters

Evidence for Water on Mars

• Gullies in craters
– Originally thought 

to be due to water
– Now thought to 

be due to frozen 
CO2

When Was Mars “Wet”

• Craters near channels indicate they were 
formed more than 3 billion years ago

• Water flowed  
for hundredsfor hundreds 
of thousand 
to millions of 
years

What is Mars like today?

• Current Conditions
– Composition:  CO2

• No Oxygen => no ozone layer

Pressure: < 01 bar

What is Mars like today?

– Pressure:  <.01 bar

– Average global temperature: -50oC (-58oF)
• Weak Greenhouse effect

• Liquid  water cannot exist on the surface

Where Did the Water Go?

• Polar Caps
• Sub-Surface
• Atmosphere
• Space• Space
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Where Did the Water Go?

• Polar cap carbon dioxide ice sublimates as 
summer approaches and condenses at 
opposite pole

Late winterLate winter MidMid--springspring Early summerEarly summer

• Residual polar 
cap ice during 
summer is 
primarily water

Where Did the Water Go?

primarily water 
ice

Where Did the Water Go?

• Sub-Surface

Where Did the Water Go?

• Sub-Surface

Images of newly formed 20 foot crater Images of newly formed 20 foot crater 
showing exposed 99% pure ice which showing exposed 99% pure ice which 
then sublimatesthen sublimates

• Evidence of (frozen) water within the first 
meter under the surface (Odyssey)
– this underground water is found all over the 

planet

Where Did the Water Go?

Blue indicates most hydrogen; red the least

• Also water ice just below the surface of the 
south polar region of the planet
– If melted, it would form a lake twice the size of 

Lake Michigan.

• Additional water

Where Did the Water Go?

Blue indicates most hydrogen; red the least

Additional water 
may be found 
deeper below 
the surface
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Where Did the Water Go?
• Buried Glaciers at mid-latitudes

–Radar observations made from orbit reveal that 
nearly pure ice “glaciers” covered by rock are 
common at mid-latitudes on Mars

(Left) Perspective image of craters in 
the southern hemisphere of Mars, 

created using NASA Mars 
Reconnaissance Orbiter images; 

(Right) Artist conception of ice 
underlying a surface layer, based on 

radar observations.

Where Did the Water Go?
• In the atmosphere

–Supersaturated water vapor
–Clouds

• Frost

Why did Martian
Climate Change?

Climate Change on Mars

• Geological evidence indicates warmer and 
wetter climate
– Most likely with rainfall
– Ended at least 3 billion years ago (?)Ended at least 3 billion years ago (?)

• Two ideas
– Continuously for 1st

billion years
– Intermittent, caused 

from heat by large 
impacts

Climate Change on Mars

• Atmospheric conditions today
– If atmosphere 400 times denser ►Leads to 

Greenhouse warming
• Liquid water would exist today y
• Pressure 3 bars

• Sun dimmer in past
– Need greater greenhouse effect; perhaps from

• Carbon Dioxide clouds
• Atmospheric methane
• Water Vapor

Climate Change on Mars

• Volcanoes
– Could have outgassed 400 times the CO2 

seen today 
– Also enough– Also enough 

water for 
oceans tens or 
hundreds of 
meters deep
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Climate Change on Mars
• What happened to atmosphere?

– Somehow lost most of the CO2 

• Early Mars had magnetic field

• When core solidified magnetic field 
weakened

• Solar Wind 
stripped CO2 
away

• Also lost water

Early MarsEarly Mars Mars TodayMars Today

Climate Change on Mars

• Reduced CO2 

– Decreased greenhouse effect
• Temperature cools

• Some CO condensed to form polar caps• Some CO2 condensed to form polar caps

• Some CO2 chemically bound to rocks

• Thought 90% of water lost to space

• Remaining water absorbed into soil

MAVEN
• Launch:

– November 18, 2013

• Martian Arrival:
September 21 2014– September 21, 2014

– Five weeks to refine orbit

• Mission:
– Study the upper atmosphere to determine 

role that loss of atmospheric gas to space 
played in changing the Martian climate 
through time.

MAVEN
• What happened to the early atmosphere 

of carbon dioxide and water
– Lost to space

– Seep into crust forming H2O and CO2
bearing minerals

– MAVEN will determine relative importance

QUESTIONS?


